Success Story

theWebShed boost innovation in SEO
software with DataForSEO APIs

About theWebShed

“DataForSEO have been great to work
with right from the start. They offer a
wide range of different APIs and are
constantly adding to their offerings.
They are always on hand to help with
any questions or queries that we have.
I would recommend to anyone looking
for SEO data.”

Kieran Headley
Director at theWebShed

theWebShed is an all-in-one SEO
solution for SEO agencies and
freelancers that helps to oversee
every aspect of search engine
optimization while also not
spending a fortune on expensive
tools. The range of its features
includes competitor audits,
backlinks, keyword tracker, onsite
auditor, citation audits, report
builder, reputation monitoring,
and an innovative onsite
optimizer.

Business Challenge
Building the all-in-one SEO software solution comes at a price, and the team of
theWebShed knows this only too well. Having launched eight separate services
over the past several years, they quickly realized that the cost of data required for
rolling out new features is overwhelming.
At the same time, trends in the search engine optimization industry are constantly
evolving. Too many solutions that were effective just a year ago have already
turned out outdated and irrelevant. As a consequence, companies working in the
field of SEO software development face permanent pressure from users to revise
their offerings and add new features.

So, on the one hand, theWebShed were facing pressure to catch up with the
market and update features, while on the other hand, they couldn’t cope with the
high costs of SEO data necessary for doing so. The only solution that could help
them avoid being put between a rock and a hard place would be finding a
trustworthy source of affordable SEO data.

Objectives
Reduce the operational costs of the software.
Allocate more funds to building new features.
Find an affordable source of SEO data.

Solution
Providing a well-rounded SEO software solution while maintaining an affordable
pricing policy is challenging enough. The team of theWebShed, however, decided to
go even further by utilizing the pay-as-you-go pricing model.

“We offer the only true all in one SEO platform at an affordable cost,” states
Kieran Headley, the director at theWebShed. “We have a number of projects
ongoing all focused around a PAYG service for SEO analysis and auditing.
Moving away from the standard high monthly cost SEO tools.”

theWebShed decided to turn to DataForSEO not only because the pricing is
ultimately lower, but also because DataForSEO is using the same pricing model
as WebShed. By leveraging numerous APIs, the company managed to bring
down the development costs.
“We utilise a large amount of the API's provided by DataForSEO, including
keyword tracking, onsite auditing, keyword suggestions, and competitor
analysis,” continues Kieran. “Without DataForSEO we would not have been able
to supply our services at an affordable price. They have been super helpful right
from the start of the project and never cease to amaze at the level of support
they provide.”
Moreover, DataForSEO provided theWebShed with significant growth
opportunities, empowering the company’s innovative solutions with huge
volumes of accurate SEO data. As a result of its innovation-driven approach,
theWebShed was recognized as the Best Software Innovation at the European
Search Awards in 2018.

About DataForSEO
DataForSEO is the leading provider of SEO data for the marketing technology
industry. With an API-led approach to data delivery DataForSEO is enabling
hundreds of software businesses to enhance their products with reliable, accurate,
and fresh data.
For more information, please visit https://dataforseo.com.
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